Student Services Council Retreat
Friday, May 6, 2011
Board Room
12:00-3:00p.m.

AGENDA
11:30 a.m.   Lunch provided

12:00 – 1:00p.m.
Accomplishments on Current Goals (Hindes)
Discussion on College goals and Strategies (Finch & Hindes)
Process for Alignment of Expenditures with revenue (Finch)
Report on College Council Retreat latest discussions and direction

1:00-3:00p.m.
Identify SSC priority guidelines to address budget crisis and work reduction.

Review Current Information
Planning tools available for consideration and framework:
Accreditation standard 2
ARCC Report
District budget information

Consider Dr. Hindes’ summary on the use of these tools (Hindes)

*Development of SSC Priority Guidelines*

Apply identified tools and to brainstorm priority guidelines

*Next Steps*

Adopt and Implement SSC priority guidelines.

Report back and present area/program recommendations during our SSC Retreat, August 2011